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Advanced

01 The Biggest Little Show on Earth
Definition

A

Choose and write the correct words for the definitions.
performer
on display

miniature
observation
collection

be named for

tiny
by hand

be based on

1

: very small

2

: a small model or copy of something

3

: a person who performs to entertain people

4

: a picture made using a camera

5

: the act of watching

6

: putting something in a place where people can look at it

7

: to have the same name as something else

8

: to be founded on

9

: a group of things; something that is collected

10

2

photograph

: by a person, not a machine

Vocabulary

B

Write the correct words for the blanks. Change the form if necessary.
tiny

miniature

on display

performer

be named for

observation

collection

1 There is an art

on display at the museum.

2 I bought some

trains for my nephew.

3 The boy

his grandfather.

4 We climbed up the

tower to see the circus.

5 Look at the miniatures. They are so

.

6 His paintings are

at the art gallery.

7 Jack is the youngest

in the circus.

8 All of our rugs are made

C

by hand

in Turkey.

Choose the correct words for the blanks.
1 There was a

of her son on the wall.

a. performer

b. photograph

c. movie

d. circus

2 His novel is

a true story.

a. named for

b. afraid of

c. based on

d. made by
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Dictation

D

TR 03

Listen and complete the sentences.
Do you love the circus? But are you

the animals?

1

Or maybe the circus has never visited your city. Don’t worry. You can still enjoy
the circus. Just

to Sarasota, Florida. You can see the

2

biggest little show
The circus is

, the Howard Brothers Circus, there.

3

at the Ringling Museum.

4

It has tiny tents, performers, and animals. Why are they tiny? They’re
!

5

The Howard Brothers Circus is
He has loved the
In

Howard Tibbals.

6

since he was three years old.

7

, he started making a model of a circus. It was

8

his collection of old circus

9

.

10

Most of the pictures were from circuses in the 1930s. He
more than 50 years to make nearly
hand. Today, his circus
more than
the

4

15

14

13

12

11

circus pieces by
eight tents, 1,300 performers,
animals, and much, much more! Climb up

to see the circus from above. It’s amazing!

Structure

E

Unscramble and write the sentences.
1 on display / the circus / at the Ringling Museum / is / .


		

2 Howard Tibbals / the Howard Brothers Circus / is named for / .


3 has loved / he / the circus / since / was / he / three years old / .


4 started / making a model of / a circus / he / .
 In 1956,

5 his collection of / it / old circus photographs / was based on / .


F

Choose the correct words for the sentences.
1 Maybe the circus has never ( visit / visited ) your city.
2 The circus is ( the biggest / the most big ) little show on Earth.
3 He started ( make / making ) a model of a circus when he was 20.
4 He worked for more than 50 years ( making / to make ) 1,000,000 circus pieces by hand.
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